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Happy (slightly belated) New Year!!
Well, what can I say other than it’s defiantly
Winter. The weathers turned really cold over the
last few weeks and the gritters have been out
spreading their unholy rust inducing cargo all
other the roads.
My bike’s been sleeping in the garage since early
November and I’ve no intention of taking it out
until I can drive down the road in my car without
the windscreen turning white.
Details of the weekends away were released at
the December club night and there are still places
left on many of the trips so check your diaries and
get booking.
As the 2017 riding season has yet to really begin
there aren’t many ride outs of trips to report on
this newsletter. But it’s been an eventful couple of
months and as always there’s been loads of
articles sent in by everyone and this issue is jam
packed with great stuff.
Read on!!
Brett Speed
Editor
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Director’s Farewell

Director’s Farewell
I joined our Chapter, then known as Surrey
Chapter UK, 14 years ago. After 28 years
absence from riding, it was like coming home. My
eyes – Hillary’s, too – were opened not just to
biking again, but to endless possibilities for new
adventures, new ways of spending time (and, oh
yes, money!), but above all, new friends with
whom to share those adventures.
And what adventures we began to have! Rideouts on our new Dyna Wide Glide almost every
weekend. Over the Pyrenees to Barcelona.
Down through France and Spain to Monte Gordo
on the Portuguese Algarve. Up the Puy de Dome
and down the Rhone Valley to St Tropez. These
were just places on the map before. These
amazing new and very real adventures were all
down to the previously unsuspected world of
HOG and Harley-Davidson. You all know what
I’m talking about …
Then, one cold, dark March night, 12 seasons
ago, at a full Committee meeting in a pub near
our dealership in Dorking, the Chapter suddenly
and violently tore itself apart.

Dik
Past Director

I was there. The Dorking dealership was then
owned by Stratstone. Their recently appointed
DP – the latest in a long line – burst in at the start
of the meeting and stood, looking around the
table. He declared that there was an
unacceptable gap between his expectations for
the way the Chapter was being run and the
reality. He said he had asked to attend our
meeting but had been told by the then Director
that he was not welcome.
It was a moment of some tension. Then the DP
said ‘So, you’re all fired’. There was a stunned
silence. He went on, “Those who want your
positions back and are prepared to work with me
on building a proper HOG Chapter, come and
see me tomorrow”. Then he left.
The Director abandoned his planned agenda and
asked a fateful question. ‘Who is with me and
who is with the dealership?’ Most of the Road
Crew including myself figured that since we had
joined a HOG Chapter and not a private bike
club, the answer was a ‘no brainer’. We were
with the dealership.
A few days later we met again – in a different pub
in Dorking – to begin the rather daunting task of
re-constructing the chapter in accordance with
something called the HOG Charter.
But where to start? Those who had followed the
now ex-Director took with them a lot of knowhow, plus the Secretary and all the membership
contact details, the communication channels,
including the Editor, the webmaster, and website,
and the Treasurer, along with bank account.
Continued on next page…
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And what was the HOG Charter anyway? And
what was the relationship between the
dealership, the Chapter and HOG supposed to
be?
As we sat feeling more than a bit overwhelmed
by the task before us, Graham Woods set things
in motion. Out of the blue, he said “Well, I think
the bloke to help us forward from this point is Dik,
and I suggest that he should be assisted by Keith
Dorling.”
Those of you who know Keith will know that
Graham was thinking
‘Good Cop, Bad Cop’. For
those who don’t know
Keith, he was not the
Good Cop!

Even our new name had to be negotiated.
Harley-Davidson will not normally permit HOG to
appear in the Chapter name. We had to write a
case for Hogsback. In the end, Milwaukee could
not argue with the fact that the Hog’s Back was a
geographical feature that not only pointed
straight at the new dealership, but actually predated the Motor Co. by several million years. The
only other Chapter in the world with HOG in its
official name is Oz Hog in Melbourne. Oz Hog
was the first Chapter outside of the US, after
which the naming rules were changed.
Following adoption by
GH-D, there was a period
of new growth that
brought about its own
demands for attention.

But Graham wasn’t done.
“We also need a
Secretary” he said.
Somehow, we all found
ourselves looking at
Carrol. Everyone else
instantly agreed,
obviously relieved by their
lucky escape.
And so it was that I set
out on what became a 12
season journey, firstly as
the effective Director, and
later as the officially
named Director of the
Chapter.
It wasn’t supposed to be as long as 12 years.
It's just that major things kept happening. A year
after the split, the Dorking dealership folded and
we needed to negotiate and maintain recognition
from HOG through three orphan years – not
automatic.
Then Lind opened the store here in Guildford.
Our adoption was again by no means automatic
and had to be negotiated with Russ Dacre and
HOG.
Hogsback News Winter 2016

There was also the
continuation of the
Chapter’s huge 12 year
commitment to SofER and
the other SofER Chapters
– a matter which needed
some careful attention
here, there and quite
often.
It carried on making
sense for me to stay
around for a little while.
Until now.
The goal of Hogsback
Chapter is to provide a
welcoming and uncomplicated way in which to
enjoy our bikes and new friendships.
Uncomplicated, effortless-looking operations are,
of course, anything but. There is a well-known
metaphor here. Look under the surface of the
lake around which swans are effortlessly gliding
and you see an awful lot of movement going on –
some of it looking distinctly like thrashing.
Continued on next page…
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So, I would like to take this moment to recognise
the furious paddlers of Hogsback Chapter – all
38 Committee members – without whom any
efforts I make would be quite useless. Thank you
so much!
And I would especially like to thank those current
Committee members who have worked very hard
with me in support of the Chapter ever since the
awful trauma back in 2005: Graham Woods;
Andy and Carrol England; Gary Morss; and
Steve and Catherine Cork. Thank you!
Keith Dorling is still on sabbatical from the
Chapter. Of special note is that for many years
he supported a huge number of Chapter rides
even though his round trip from home was an
extra 200 miles every time he did so.
A few other current Officers go back with me
almost as far – Carl Christensen and Steve and
Ruthie Palmer. And lastly, I must mention two
veteran Chapter members whose support was
instrumental in my early days – Ernst Reiss and
Vera Sommer – Vera serving for a second stint
as LOH Officer before Ruth.
Since 2008, I, and the whole Chapter, have been
helped by the best relationship I can imagine with
Lind; – with our sponsoring dealership, GH-D, –
and of course our hugely supportive DP, Toby.
The role and support of Marjorie Rae, our UK
HOG Manager has also been crucial from
the very beginning as well, and I most
certainly do not forget her in the Chapter
success story.

Directors and quit while I’m ahead!
Now, two of us here have been involved in our
current roles since 2005 and we are both
stepping down tonight after 12 full seasons. Over
that times, as Secretary, Carrol England has
cajoled the Committee and recorded its
deliberations no less than 50 times – not
counting the twice that Dell did it.
Carrol – please accept my thanks on behalf of
the whole Chapter. I am delighted to present you
with this gift from all of us.
The last thing that the previous Director did back
on that traumatic night in March 2005 was
present me with my Road Captain’s patch.
Tonight, I am pleased to return to the relative
simplicity of that role, where I only have to worry
about my own paddling, rather than coordinating
the whole flock of swans.
So, in very different circumstances, my last act
as Director is to patch your next Director.
It is my great pleasure to convert the Director
Designate into the very worthy Director of this
fantastic Chapter. Dell Evans!
Dik Gregory
Road Captain and Past Director, Hogsback
Chapter UK

There is one final person I must
acknowledge. Without her constantly wise
counsel, I would have made far more
mistakes than I did. And without her
tolerance of the time I have spent on
Chapter issues, you simply would not
have had me for this long. Hillary Gregory!
To be completely clear, even now her
tolerance has not been exhausted. Rather,
I have decided to buck the trend of past
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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New Director’s Bit
A new year.
Happy new year to all members and their
families, it won’t be long now till the 2017 riding
season is upon us. I have had a hectic start
taking over as director from Dik. Funny, he never
said it was this much work when he sold the idea
to me and I can’t help feeling uncomfortable by
the way he now has a permanent smile on his
face.
It is however a real privilege to represent
Hogsback members as your Director. Whilst I
don’t expect you to see things change too much
the chapter will continue to evolve and grow as
we move forward into a new year. I have a great
team within our road crew and committee with
great experience & knowledge and of course
Toby and GH-D, so I’m a happy chappie.
I believe the cornerstone of our chapter is our
ride program, after all that’s what we all join for,
and with the breadth and depth of rides, along
with the many social events, it is unchallenged in
the UK. After many years I have passed the
management of this onto Robin who will, I am
sure, build on it and keep it the best there is. We
also have a wider refresh of the
chapter officers with Paul Andrews as
new Assistant Director and Karen
Rawlings as new Secretary –
welcome both.

Dell
Director

away special event. The roadcrew will have
spent Christmas beavering away planning their
commitments for 2017 which will be announced
with the full ride program release at February
club night.
Oh and while its cold and the salts on the road I
would encourage you to get your membership
renewal done early. The forms are on the website
and at GH-D. The earlier you do it the more we
can spread the work load on Charlie who has
approximately 360 forms to process by 31
March. Don’t forget its cheaper if you renew
before the deadline.
If you’re a new member, please come up and say
hello. I know attending the first couple of club
nights can be quite daunting if you don’t know
anyone, we have all been there. So, grab me,
one of the roadcrew or committee members (we
all have badges as we are so forgetful) and we
would love to introduce you to everyone.
Happy 2017 & best wishes
Dell Evans
Director & Road Captain

The details of the 2017 weekends
away were released in December
and a few are already full. If you’re a
new member I would recommend
joining one as it is a great way of
bonding and making new friends.
Sadly, SoFER is no more but Robin &
Crippo have been hard at work
seeking an alternative weekend
The Passing of the Baton
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Paul

Paul’s Bit

Assistant Director

Happy New Year and welcome to my first
newsletter contribution as Assistant Director.

many sparkly new bikes burbling along the roads
of Surrey this Springtime.

I hope you will all agree that 2016 was a year
packed with fun filled rides and events with a
high level of member participation giving us
many good memories to reflect on.

This leads me to an unashamed plug for the
initiative led by Graham Woods (Head Road
Captain) and Carl Christensen (Safety Officer) to
promote Advanced Riding. If you have not
experienced advanced tuition why not, as a
taster, book yourself on a one day BikeSafe
course which may well wet your appetite for the
full blown RoSPA or IAM courses. Everyone will
benefit from honing their roadcraft skills. This in
turn means more enjoyment, satisfaction and
safety for both rider and pillion from every ride.

Much has been said with regard to the new
appointments in 2016 so I will be brief and say
congratulations and best wishes to those taking
on new roles and many many thanks to those
who will now have more opportunity to
concentrate on their riding enjoyment.
2017 is shaping up nicely and lots of work is
taking place on the ride programme with Road
Crew busily fleshing out their weekend and day
rides. It’s reassuring to know that as Chapter
members we have such a dedicated group in our
Road Captains and Road Crew who have our
best interests at heart.
It’s the fantastic membership of our Hogsback
family who contribute so much that make
this the best Chapter (Bias allowed and
respect to our fellow Hog Chapters!). The
sense of belonging and the friendships
made, solely because of the Chapter and
the dealership backing, makes us all very
fortunate and privileged to be part of this
great organisation. Let’s make 2017 the
year that we ‘share the lurrvv’ and
encourage others to join us in the good
times on our rides.

Don’t put it off, you won’t regret it!
Looking forward to riding with you all this coming
season.
Shiny side up folks!
Paul Andrews
Assistant Director

Along with all the memorable events of the
past year it would be remiss not to mention
the introduction of the M8 107. I have yet to
find anyone who has ridden one of the new
engined bikes and not been suitably
impressed, with performance and handling
improvements this will manifest itself in
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit
Well what an eventful period that was and still is.
I attended Harley officer training in Brighton and
said goodbye to a first class Director, who really
did set the bar in terms of the standard, and then
welcomed in a new one and a new Assistant
Director. I am already enjoying working with both.
We held the first part of the planning meeting for
the ride out program and had our Road Crew
Meeting.
I spent hours trying to avoid eating Doughnuts
collecting the mileages and then collating and
submitting them to HOG.

Assistant Director
We are still working on the day rides and these
will be released at the February Club night.
The Sofer replacement is still being worked on
and we will release details as soon as we get
them confirmed.
So I hope to ride with most of you in 2017 and
wish you all health and happiness for the year.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director
Part time Santa

I also planned my weekend rides and
will sort my day rides out over the
Christmas period.
I need to submit my ABC pictures and
cards for this years challenge before
the year ends.
I also tried to do a sneaky IronHog (first
in November) dressed as Pudsey on
my own and failed because of the high
winds in Scotland. (See separate
article)
I also missed the End of year bash,
which looked to have gone very well.
So its been very busy for me and I am
looking forward to the Xmas break to
recharge the batteries and prepare for
the new season.
A few of the Weekend rides are already
full whilst some others only have a
couple of rooms left. The lesson is
book early and often.

Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Toby

Toby’s Bit
Welcome to 2017 folks.
We're really looking forward to another great
riding season at Guildford Harley-Davidson.
And there is a lot to look forward to. The New
Milwaukee Eight Tourers are now with us and we
have a lot of early adopters from the
HOGSBACK Chapter who are either already
riding them or have them on order. If you are yet
to have a ride on a Milwaukee Eight Tourer
please give the guys in the sales dept. a call and
book a demo. You won't be disappointed. There
will also be two new models launched in the
spring. I don't know what's coming but watch this
space for more info.
Our Winter Workshop offer is still running. You
can get 20% off our workshop labour rate until
February the 14th. This is a fantastic opportunity
to get your pre-season service done and save a
bit of cash. We have already hosted one
Workshop Day with another planned for February
the 4th. Both these days got fully booked very
quickly. Don't worry if you missed out as we plan
to do a couple more Workshop Days later in the
year if the demand is there. Aaron & Neil did a
great job giving advice on basic maintenance
and safety tips and advising the best ways to
keep your bikes in tip top condition.

Dealer Principal
lots more to look forward to. It should be an
amazing day.
Last weekend we launched our 2017 Battle of
the Kings bike the "Cookie Cutter". For those of
you who missed the launch the bike is on display
at GH-D. Battle of the Kings is a European wide
Custom Bike building competition and we need
your votes to help us win. If you haven't already
voted please follow this link and give us your
support:
https://customkings.harley-davidson.com/
en_GB?cid=&bid=190 .
For those who have already voted many thanks
for your support.
Myself and the team are really looking forward to
seeing you all at the Dealership this year. It’s
going to be another awesome year with
HOGSBACK and Guildford Harley-Davidson.
See you soon.
Toby Sleeman

We are really looking forward to hosting March
Club night at the Dealership. As per normal we'll
lay on a buffet and drinks but Katie also has
something special planned for the evening. She's
not telling me what it is as it is top secret, so I will
be as surprised as you are. Not to be missed.
Our Birthday Bash will be held on Saturday the
18th of March. We're looking forward to another
cracking event with live music, HOG Roast and

Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Wendy’s Charity Bit

Wendy
Charity Officer

Hi Everyone
We continue to increase our charity
fundraising and since my last update there
has been a few notable events that
contributed. The Golden Key at club night
continues to give us regular charity income.
Also 25th T/Shirt sales (Margret), the raffle at
the end of season party, Club night second
hand shop (Ruth) and GH-D Charity box.
The total is mounting up and looks to beat
last years. So a big thank you to everyone
who worked hard to raise it and those who
put their hands in their pockets and shelled
out for our three very worthy causes: Surrey
Air Ambulance, Prostrate Cance & Marie
Curie.
We will be presenting the money raised to the
three charities at our March club night, which is
at GH-D, and where there will be something
special organised by Katie!

to the committee meeting in February where
three will be picked.

I hope you have seen the notice on the website
asking members to submit nominations for next
years charities. All nominations will be presented

Wendy Evans

Looking forward to all next year’s rides and all
the fun to come.

Charity Officer

For some it’s the lure of cake that gets
them feeling charitable
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Ruth’s LOH Bit

Ruth
LOH Officer

2017 is now here with great rides and trips to
look forward too.
Many more of you ladies have joined up and
more of you have picked up the mantle to ride a
bike/trike. Look forward to seeing you on the
rides this year.
Couple of dates for the diary. As the LOH
Lunches proved such a success last year we
have 2 planned for this year. March 12th and
November 19th, both at The Parrot Inn again as
Samantha looks after us there and the food is
good. Let me know if you are able to join us for
the March one.
Also we hope to have another Garage Day for
Ladies Only, if I can twist Toby’s arm!!
Don’t forget The Sparkle Ride later this year
September 15th-17th, Ladies only. Let me know
if you want to join in.

I plan to link up with the new LOH Officer of
Thames Valley ( only just appointed ) and will
keep you posted.
Keep safe
Ruth Palmer
LOH Officer

Last years LOH Garage Day
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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Axel’s Photo Bit

Axel
Head Photographer

2016 is gone. Hello 2017.
I’ve been looking at the board next to the coffee
machine at Guildford Harley-Davidson, what a
great collection of weekend away rides the
Chapter has to offer again. And soon the whole
ride calendar 2017 will be published. Pick and
choose or choose all, one thing is sure; it will be
exciting. For riders, pillions and photography
enthusiasts.
As we have many new members, I want to invite
them to capture their favourite moments and
share the photos with all members in our official
photo galleries. They are viewed by many Harley
enthusiasts all over the world, for their variety
and quality. Please send your photos - if its few to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org, or request a
shared dropbox with me, to share hundreds of
memories. Its very easy, just send me a note,
and I will select, add a official watermark, credit
you and publish them here:
www.hogsbackchapteruk.smugmug.com/2017
Try to tell with your photos, the story of the ride.
How you saw it when you meet for the briefing,
during breaks en route, the action at your
destination and your return ride.
A word of caution though, please do not post
more the 2-3 photos on Hogsback Facebook
Group Page and do so mainly to support a

Tell the story of the ride with your photos

comment you made. You run the danger of them
to be deleted for privacy and copyright control.
You are of course free to publish as many as you
want on your personal pages.
As always I am happy to give friendly advice on
how to improve your photos. Here’s a tip on
using smart phone cameras.
If the sun is shining every smartphone can
produce good quality pictures. On cloudy days or
indoors the danger of blurry pictures increases
the darker it gets and you may find that the flash
on smartphones is often only powerful
enough for the distance of selfies.
If you want some personal advice on
cameras for all budgets, suitable for the
storage capacity of your Harley, just ask.
I’m happy to help as it benefits all of us and
helps to improve Hogsback Chapter’s
Photo Galleries.
Continued on next page…
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Winner of last years “A Photo of Dik” photo competition

Last years photo competition “A photo of Dik”
was won by Gary Morss. This year the 2017
Photo Competition has the theme: “My HarleyDavidson posing in front of a landmark”.
This can be anything. A monument, cathedral,
memorial, special landscape, market place, the
Alps or Pyrenees, a big or small ferry, let your
creativity go wild. The important aspect is that
your bike should not appear to be just parking,
but beautifully posing.
And although Toby may object the dealership is
not considered a landmark. The photos of your

Hogsback News Winter 2016

bike in front of these temples are mainly needed
during the Iron Hog ride, led this year by Malcolm
Bradly in May, and is an exciting ride to join.
Last but not least, to get your face on Hogsback
“Faces” page, send me by email a recent photo
of yourself, like one taken at Club Night, add your
full name and your membership number.
Have a great start of 2017.
Axel Thill
Head Photographer
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Carl’s Safety Bit
Hi Everyone
What will 2017 bring us? Another great year of
riding with our friends and fellow chapter
members. There is a lot of new Bikes in the
dealership at Guildford with a 'SOLD' sign on.
Cleaned and PDI ready for their new owners to
take delivery, most likely in early March. An
exciting time for any new owner. As we change
models or replace our bikes with newer ones we
expect better! By way of handling, performance,
comfort and of course pure enjoyment. Not
always a lot better, but enough to make our ride
experience that much more exciting and safer.
Safer you ask? Better brakes, suspension and
balanced engine power delivery will give a better
riding feedback experience.
With this in mind, as we enjoy better and safer
motorcycles perhaps it could be time to upgrade
yourself on the skills of riding a motorcycle. It
could be a brush up (new paint job) on skills
taught some years ago? It could be a major
overall (new cams/ top end rebuilt) with a mini

Hogsback News Winter 2016

Carl
Safety Officer

advanced riding course to tune skills to a modern
level. Or a complete change (new Bike) to give
you an insight to a new way of looking at what
can be achieved with tuition from an experienced
qualified Advanced Motorcycle instructor.
Think of it as better riding, better biking!
There is still some space on the introduction to
Advanced Motorcycle Riding morning, being held
on 17th February. Registration is on our web site
events page. It could be 90 mins well spent? You
won't need your bike as it is a class room based
presentation.
Safe riding for 2017 and please Remember:
Take opportunities, not chances
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer & Road Captain
Rospa Advanced Motorcycle Instructor &
Motorcycle Trainer (National Diploma)
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The Battle of the Kings

For months GH-D have been working behind closed doors on their custom creation for the
2017 competition. They chose to customise the Sportster XL883N Iron 883™. Their entry this
year is called the 'Cookie Cutter'. They've gone for a stripped back, agile and narrow look with
a mesmerising almost, holographic paint job on the tank. To top it all off the Cookie cutter also
features Nostalgic bar grips, custom chrome indicators and Burly brand 10.5in Slammer rear
Shocks.

Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Guildford Harley-Davidson® has had a small
team of custom specialists since 2009, which
is headed up by Custom Specialist & Sales
Executive Michael Noble (34). As lead man
of Guildford Custom, Michael’s passion for
Harley® is way beyond huge; he owns a
1977 Shovelhead chopper, which he plans to
tour with around Europe this summer – for
the third time. “What’s the point in owning a
Harley if you’re not going to ride it. It might
be old and a valuable classic, but it’s a
workhorse too.” Cookie Cutter was designed
not only to look good but also to be, says
Michael, “a fast, little lane splitter, which can
be ridden hard, breeze through traffic and put
a smile on everyone’s face.”

Two things stand out on Cookie Cutter: the
amazing paint job on the fuel tank (from a
Sportster Forty-Eight®) and the bike’s narrow,
svelte shape. The paintwork is by Surrey
Customs and is mesmerising – the almost
holographic flame image within the tank’s paint
was achieved by repeatedly scarring the tank by
angle grinder and then topping it with deep paint
and lacquer.
H-D P&A: Flush fit fuel cap and Nostalgic bar
grips. Other components: Biltwell seat and
handlebars (wired internally by Guildford),
headlight grill, Lowbrow fork covers, Custom
Chrome indicators, Easyriders ribbed rear fender,
Burly Brand 10.5in Slammer rear shocks. Speedo
and coils relocated to the side.

So get voting now!!!
See all the entries at the main site here: https://customkings.harley-davidson.com/en_GB/
Vote for the Cookie Cutter here: https://customkings.harley-davidson.com/en_GB?cid&bid=190
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Welcome to the Chapter
Well let me start by wishing all the new members
a very warm welcome to the Hogsback Chapter.
There have been 77 new members in 2016, so
hopefully you will forgive me if I have not yet
spoken to you all personally and if I sometimes
have trouble getting your name right first time.

The Chapter Mileage application form
which is promoted by Robin Seymour one
of the Assistant Directors and only takes
a few minutes to complete. (You usually
receive a free doughnut for your trouble.)

•

The list of merchandise that Margaret
Bradley will only be too happy to relieve
you of cash for. You may notice that most
chapter members have a name patch on
their waistcoat which helps all other
members and will introduce you quickly
amongst the chapter. If you want a name
patch contact Margaret.

•

The New Members riding guide, this is
well worth a read and explains clearly
how we ride as a group. Our Safety
Officer also runs new members rides
throughout the riding season, these are
short rides designed to let you see how
the staggered formation and the drop off
system works.

They contain
The time line of the Chapter and how the
Hogsback Chapter was formed

•

The Hogsback By-Laws explains the
rules that the HOG has laid down for the
running of the Chapter.

•

The Rocker Form which when signed up,
allows you wear the famous Hogsback
Chapter Rocker (the form that everyone
says they never receive)

Hogsback News Winter 2016

Membership Officer

•

When you joined I sent you an e-mail with
several attachments which I know is a lot to take
in when you just want to get out and ride. With
the riding season over let me encourage you to
take the time read through them one cold winter
nights when there isn’t much on the telly.

•

Charlie

Continued on next page…
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Please visit the Chapter web
site. Not only is it the one
true source of all the ride
details, you will also find a
map of the various meeting
points used. It also contains
a huge amount of other
useful information and is well
worth a trawl through.
You might like to join
“Faces” which is a great way
of putting a name to
someone you have met
either on a ride or at a club
night. If you send Axel a picture of yourself and
your membership number he will add it to the
gallery. It doesn’t have to be a picture of you on a

questions about the Chapter please come and
ask me or drop me an e-mail. I can’t promise to
know the answer but will be able to put you in
touch with someone who can.
And finally, to all members, it is never too soon
to renew your membership. Please give serious
consideration to making any payment to the
Chapter by BACs this coming year. It is fast and
so simple to use, and it will make mine and
Larry the treasurer life much easier. The details
are on the membership form or if you need any
help on how to make the payment please
contact either of us.
Charlie Gordon

ride, any photo will do otherwise he will have to
find one of you to use from the thousands taken
on the rides and club nights.

Membership Officer

There is the Hogsback Facebook Page to join if
you wish. it is an easy way to keep in touch and
exchange ideas and thoughts on life in general.
Ruth Palmer is the officer for the Ladies of
Harley, open to lady riders and pillions, she
organises various events throughout the year for
the ladies and is always keen to see new
members.
If you are new member coming to a club night
please come and say hello, I am usually there
wearing a bright red T shirt. If you have any
Hogsback News Winter 2016
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LOH Xmas Lunch

Irene

A much anticipated event was held at The Parrot
on 27th October for the Ladies of Harley this
year. Brilliantly arranged by Ruth, who had quite
a number to add to the 16 of us attending in
2015, we quite filled the whole area at the far
side of the bar. The roaring log burner was such
a welcome from the dreary day outside and we
soon settled in and some ordered a glass of
sparkly to start off the afternoon.
It’s great to catch up with everyone, especially
those you haven’t had the chance to see for a
while for various reasons, which sometimes
happens. There was a great atmosphere with
lots of fun going on, all the food came out hot (as
far as I know) and was delicious.
Ruth had suggested a Secret Santa as an
addition to the event and it was quite a laugh
seeing what imaginative gifts people had. Down
our end of the table there was an ingenious gift
from Karen, a Giraffe salt and pepper set which
raced, opened by Jules. Jane offered to fill them
and managed to spill a lot of the pepper which
set loads of us off non-stop sneezing, hilarious.
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We all tried to move around and make contact
with everyone who was there but inevitably there
was not enough time to chat with all. Like a lot of
Hogsback events, it was over too soon and some
of the guys were brave enough to come in and
collect their very own Lady of Hog to take home.
Heads up for our 2017 one!
Irene
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Switch Off That GPS
Can you imagine a ride on your Harley-Davidson
without GPS navigation? Without this wonderful
unit that always knows where you are and
always tells you where you should go? Is
switched on all the time and has a destination
entered. Do you feel lost without it, not knowing
exactly where you are, not knowing where you
should ideally go?
Open your eyes and you see where you are,
hopefully on a scenic road towards a great
destination. While the GPS unit has its merit it
should not dictate your riding experience. Try not
to follow it and you will
realise that it doesn’t
mind at all.
My first GPS from 17
years ago - a Garmin
Street pilot with a
240x160 black and white
screen - did not
calculate the route well,
it just showed an arrow
in the direction of the
destination. Like sailing
on the sea, it was real
navigation. Following the arrow that always
pointed into the fields. But it gave a real sense of
navigating.
Today’s GPS allows you to completely switch off
your brain, offering you modes like Fastest,
Shortest, Scenic and avoid highways (or not).
But its like riding the London underground, you
never learn about London’s landmarks. Not why I
ride a motorcycle.
The main reason I am using well prepared routes
these days is for intentional detours and timing. I
like to arrive on time and the unit tells me when I
will arrive. On short or long Tours this helps to
plan the length of breaks and detours we can
Hogsback News Winter 2016

Axel
Head Photographer

afford. If the ride makes good progress we can
afford an extra coffee break, if we are delayed
some more miles on the nearby highway may
become necessary. You can plan the miles of the
day accurately, but not its duration, and the
actual route changes constantly.
A good route plan allows you to find the best
twisted roads, the highest mountain peaks and
you can avoid town centres and highways. On a
300 mile ride I use 15-20 waypoints, forcing the
GPS to use the route I selected and not the
optimised one it calculated.
This is also why I
recommend Ride
participants not to use
their own GPS. It is fine
to have the destination
entered should you
separate from the group
and suddenly are on
your own, but in group
riding the instructions of
your own GPS should
not be followed, EVER!
Remember, it is the ride leader who chooses
were to go and he will position markers (dropoffs) to show the way. Where he goes will often
be very different from the instructions of your
own GPS, sometimes even different from his own
GPS. Wild gesticulation from behind - though
entertaining - do not help and a split of the group
should be avoided at all costs. So please, follow
the ride, not your GPS. Once we arrive together,
there is always time enough in the evening to
make fun of the ride leader for having messed up
the route…
Axel Thill
Head Photographer
!2 0

Robin

Pudsey Run

Assistant Director

I had this idea that it would be good to get
Pudsey out and about for Children in
need, but had to spend a few days in
Hospital and got out just in time to be
reelected as AD. Thank you to all who
came and voted.
So it transpired I attempted to do the run
in the week of the Children in Need trike
run from Newcastle, I’d had to bring it
forward because of Snow and high winds
forecast for the Scottish hills.
I set off hoping to become the first solo four in a
November run.
Early morn at GH-D saw a small group waving
goodbye to a bright yellow Pudsey and clear
skies saw me go to Plymouth first.
It was quite liberating to be doing it on my own as
I could go for as long as I wanted, as quickly as I
wanted and stop whenever coffee or fuel and
sometimes both beckoned.
When I arrived in Plymouth, I was asked to park
in front of the dealership so they could take a
photo of the Pudsey visit.
After a bacon sandwich for lunch (I avoided the
sausage, Axel) I set off again only to have to

return as my gear lever had become disengaged.
They very kindly fixed it as best they could and
off I went again, going past the same set of
roadworks men for a fourth time. Would love to
know what they were thinking.
Now a scoot up the M5 and turn left onto the
Swansea road. Sadly the gear lever had broken
again on the M5 so I had to get to Swansea in
one gear. Having stopped at the toll station and
pulled away in third I stopped on a downhill
stretch, put it into 4th and gently got it up to
speed for the rest of the way to Swansea.
Because I was on an Ultra, I was able to call
Arran at GH-D and get him to talk to Swansea
and explain what had gone wrong, what I was
doing and ask them to sort it as quickly as they
could.
They were magic. As soon as I pulled in they
took the bike away and started working on it. I
wandered around and had coffee and cake at the
diner. In under an hour they had replaced the
offending spindle and I was on my way in the
Welsh rain. Now rain and a Pudsey suit do not
mix!!
Continued on next page…
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After a couple of hours I had left the rain behind
and it was cold but clear. I had thought that with
the breakdown I would end up stopping around
Stoke but the break had given me a boost and I
carried on, eventually stopping at Penrith
Travelodge for a few hours sleep.
Up early, heading north and its wet and very
windy. By the time I got near to Gretna Green I
was being gusted across the lanes on the M6.
One second in Lane one and the next in lane
two. I still had to climb up over the Scottish hills
past Locherbie etc and I knew it was going to get
a lot worse before it got better.
I decided to give up on Edinburgh, go back to
Carlisle and head over to Newcastle with the
wind on my back.
It’s 6:30 am, I am going over the hills and its
dark, wet and windy and early in the morning.
There wasn’t much traffic about and I was riding
pretty slowly because of the conditions when I
see a light up ahead in the middle of nowhere.
It’s a roundabout with what looks like a small
industrial estate beside it. Even better it looked
like there was a burger van there. Imagine their
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surprise when a Harley rolls up and Pudsey gets
off and asks for a bacon sandwich!!
Well, after the selfies they very kindly gave me
the sandwich and a coffee for free and I hope I
brightened up their morning because it gave me
a much needed lift.
The rain stopped, it got to be daylight and I
turned south at Newcastle in search of the Trike.
I eventually caught up with it at Kings Lynn and
got filmed riding in front of the trike but they
never used the footage which was a shame.
All that remained to do was to get back to GH-D
and lick my wounds. I was gutted that I could not
complete the challenge (this time) and can only
console myself that I raised £853.75 (including
gift aid) for Children in need.
When I got back to GH-D, I had a welcome party
and thanks to all of you, it was really appreciated.
Next time.
Robin Seymour
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Extra Bits

End of Year Party

Axel’s Bit
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Silly Bits
More stuff from the web!! (Read easy, free content). This newsletter we will be discussing things to
Remember.

Bad manners and Road Rage are a
common occurrence these days.
Remember: “Be kind to others and others
will be kind to you”. Maybe someone
should have told this guy…
https://youtu.be/xCDnOCS3c1o

Crucial things to Remember when riding: Always
be vigilant, expect the unexpected and trust no
one!!!
https://youtu.be/rzYKfVPmg2o

And finally…
Remember C.H.I.P.S? Yes, the classic
80’s T.V. show about two motorcycle
cops from the California Highway Patrol
is having a remake in the form of a
movie. Sadly they are no longer on
Harleys :(
https://youtu.be/SV6S2COhVuM
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